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ABSTRACT: The separation of xenon/krypton gas mixtures is a
valuable but challenging endeavor in the gas industry due to their
similar physical characteristics and closely sized molecules. To
address this, we investigated the effectiveness of the hydrate-based
gas separation method for mixed Xe−Kr gas via molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The formation process of hydrates
facilitates the encapsulation of guest molecules within hydrate
cages, offering a potential strategy for gas separation. Higher
temperatures and pressures are advantageous for accelerating the hydrate growth rate. The final occupancy of guest molecules and
empty cages within 512, 51264, and all hydrate cages were thoroughly examined. An increase in the pressure and temperature
enhanced the occupancy rates of Xe in both 512 and 51264 cages, whereas elevated pressure alone improved the occupancy of Kr in
51264 cages. However, the impact of temperature and pressure on Kr occupancy within 512 cages was found to be minimal. Elevated
temperature and pressure resulted in a reduced occupancy of empty cages. Predominantly, 51264 cages were occupied by Xe, whereas
Kr showed a propensity to occupy the 512 cages. With increasing simulated pressure, the final occupancy of Xe molecules in all cages
rose from 0.37 to 0.41 for simulations at 260 K, while the final occupancy of empty cages decreased from 0.24 to 0.2.

1. INTRODUCTION
Clathrate hydrates are crystalline substances that encapsulate
molecules such as methane, CO2, and N2 within water
molecule-formed polyhedral cages through hydrogen bonding
under conditions of low temperature and high pressure.
Common hydrates are classified into three dominant types,
structures I, II, and H, which are influenced by the sizes of
guest molecules.1−3 Structure I (sI) hydrate has two
pentagonal dodecahedral (512) cages and six tetrakaidecahedral
(51262) cages, while structure II (sII) hydrate consists of 16
pentagonal dodecahedral (512) and eight hexakaidecahedral
(51264) cages and can encapsulate larger molecules including
C3H8. Structure H (sH) hydrate, on the contrary, is formed by
three pentagonal dodecahedral (512) cages, two irregular
dodecahedral (435663) cages, and one icosahedral (51268)
cage.1,3

Natural gas hydrates (NGHs) are emerging as promising
alternative energy sources due to their abundant reserves,4−7

containing twice the organic carbon compared to traditional
fossil fuels.8−15 Their applications extend beyond energy,
playing roles in CO2 capture,

16−18 flow assurance in oil/gas
pipelines,1,2,19,20 advancing separation technology,21−23 etc.
Specifically, they are highly efficient in gas mixture separations,
highlighting their importance in gas separation processes.24−29

Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr), vital in industries such as
nuclear, aerospace, lighting, medicine, and research,30 share
close physical properties and molecular sizes, making their
separation challenging yet crucial for the gas industry.31

Traditionally, Xe and Kr, two noble gases that are currently
commercially available, are byproducts of the cryogenic
distillation of air.32 According to different working principles,
cryogenic distillation, adsorption, membrane separation, and
pressure swing adsorption have been proposed. However, these
methods will result in high cost and low efficiency. Effective
separation of rare gases is achieved by changing the pore size
and surface modification properties of MOF materials,
enabling gas separation in a mild environment.33 Therefore,
developing reliable techniques for separating mixed Xe/Kr is
imperative, and a possible solution is hydrate-based gas
separation. This method involves the continuous encapsulation
of guest molecules during the growth of hydrates, which can
enrich the target molecules in the hydrate phase under
appropriate temperature and pressure conditions.
The study underscores the importance of identifying optimal

conditions for the formation of gas hydrates to enhance the
efficiency of separation and growth rates, particularly in the
context of employing hydrate-based methods for mixed gas
separation. Previous experiments have yielded critical data for
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the application of such technologies in flue gas separation and
storage, including information on phase equilibrium. Research
by Handa et al. on the structural transformation in mixed
hydrates of Xe and Kr based on gas composition, using NMR
cross-polarization spectra, revealed a structural shift from sII to
sI in the hydrate when the Xe concentration in the initial gas
mix surpasses roughly 5 mol %. It was noted that the
concentration of Xe in the gas phase at equilibrium with the
hydrate is significantly lower than 5 mol %, indicating a
pronounced enrichment of Xe within the hydrate phase.34

Under pressures greater than 1.5 MPa (up to 1.7 GPa) at 273
K, pure Xe is known to form a stable sI hydrate.35 However, at
263.61 K, the pressure requirements for maintaining the Xe
hydrate phase dropped to 0.102 MPa.36 Therefore, Xe can be
captured in a clathrate hydrate at or below atmospheric
pressure and 263 K. In the pressure range of 1.6−400 MPa and
at temperatures close to the melting point of ice, pure Kr is
known to form an sII hydrate.37 Xe/Kr gas separation and
identified Xe and Kr distributions in mixed clathrate hydrates
synthesized from Xe/Kr vapor with various feed compositions
have been studied.38

Exploring how mixed Xe/Kr hydrates develop under
different temperatures and pressures presents a fascinating
area of study, although uncovering the specifics can prove to be
complex, especially when gas diffusion mechanisms are not
easily understood. This complexity is due to the variety of
forces at play that can influence the timing of hydrate
formation, complicating efforts to maintain the stability of
hydrates under conditions of minimal subcooling. MD
simulations have been used to simulate hydrate processes for
a long time to reveal nucleation theory,39−45 hydrate
dissociation processes,46−50 hydrate conductivity,51 etc.
Miǵuez et al.52 performed a three-phase coexistence simulation
for CO2 hydrate and obtained the melting temperatures at
various pressures, which provided a fundamental technique to
use MD simulations to obtain the phase equilibrium
information. Similarly, Zhang et al.53 performed simulations
for the mixed hydrate growth process. They obtained the
occupancy of pure Xe molecules in the hydrate cage and
observed the different hydrate structure when guest molecule
composition changed. Although previous studies have
provided many explorations of the methods to obtain hydrate
equilibrium data using MD simulations, most of them focus on
the simulation of pure gas.52,54−56 These works have made
great contributions to the exploration of the molecular
behaviors of gas hydrate growth.

In the study, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
utilized to delve into the fundamental mechanisms behind the
growth of Xe/Kr hydrates, starting with the initial sII hydrate
seeds. The research aimed to understand the molecular
diffusion process by observing the behavior of the mixed
gases at various temperatures and pressures. Furthermore, the
investigation covered the rate at which the hydrates grew and
how the guest molecules occupied the hydrate structure,
shedding light on the potential of Xe/Kr separation efficiency,
given different driving forces.

2. METHODS
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were utilized to
examine the effectiveness of separating Xe/Kr mixtures via
the encapsulation process in the growth of sII hydrates. The
study modeled a gas mixture with a composition reflective of
industrial relevance comprising approximately 20% Kr and
80% Xe. The focus was on the dynamics of hydrate formation
and the occupancy rates of the molecular cages. The initial
configuration was created by setting a 2 × 2 × 2 unit cell
replica of the sII hydrate with Xe/Kr molecules fully occupying
all 512 and 51264 cages at the center (Xe occupy all 51264 cages
and Kr occupy all 512 cages). This initial setup was surrounded
by symmetrically distributed phases of water and Xe/Kr gas,
with the gas phase containing 400 Xe molecules and 100 Kr
molecules on each side, alongside 1358 liquid water molecules
per side. The configuration is detailed in Figure 1. The system
underwent a 1 ns NVT simulation at 270 K followed by a 3 ns
NPT simulation under specific temperature and pressure
conditions, utilizing a Berendsen barostat for system
equilibration. After the preequilibrium process, formal NPT
simulations were performed for hydrate growth and gas
separation mechanisms.
The force field parameters are from the study conducted by

Poling et al.57 for Xe/Kr molecules, and Zhang et al.58 have
used this force field in hydrate growth research. TIP4P/ice59

for water was used for all simulations. Water molecules were
constrained to be rigid by employing the SHAKE/LINCS
algorithm.60,61 The simulations used a 2 fs time step using the
leapfrog algorithm. The nonbonded interactions were calcu-
lated using Lennard−Jones potentials with a 1.0 nm cutoff
distance for short-range interactions. The potential parameters
for the cross-interactions of water, nitrogen, and carbon
dioxide employed the Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules. Long-
range electrostatic interactions were calculated using the
smooth particle mesh Ewald summation algorithm.62 The

Figure 1. Typical initial configuration for mixed Xe/Kr hydrate growth. Cyan spheres: Xe in the gas phase or hydrate phase; blue spheres: Kr in the
gas phase or hydrate phase; red sticks: hydrate seeds; and red lines: liquid water.
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temperature was controlled using the Nose−́Hoover thermo-
stat at formal simulations (after preequilibrium process),63 and
the pressure was controlled using the Parrinello−Rahman
barostat64 with damping constants of 4 and 10 ps, respectively.
All simulations were performed using Gromacs 2019.4.65,66

Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions.
Visual analyses for the trajectories were performed using
VMD,67 and nonvisual analyses were performed using custom
codes developed in Python. Three independent simulations
were performed for each system to obtain the average results.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MD simulations have emerged as a critical approach for
investigating the fundamental processes of gas hydrate
formation, including nucleation41,42,68−71 and growth,23,72−74

at a molecular level. While much of the research has
concentrated on the properties of pure gas hydrates, there is
a growing body of work aimed at understanding the growth
mechanisms of these hydrates, especially near their melting
points.52,54,55,75 This research lays the groundwork for
employing direct phase coexistence methods to explore the
development of mixed gas hydrates. Our study initially focused
on the basic growth patterns of hydrates in the presence of
preexisting sII hydrate seeds. We then examined the growth
rates under a variety of simulation conditions, leading to an
analysis of cage occupancy and the selectivity of these cages
toward different gases.
3.1. Hydrate Growth and Molecular Diffusion. The

development of mixed gas hydrates is significantly influenced
by the specific conditions of growth, such as temperature and
pressure, which can alter both the rate at which hydrates form
and the inclusion rates of guest molecules, affecting phase
equilibrium in the process. To investigate the patterns in which
mixed gas hydrates grow, simulations were conducted at
varying pressures (100, 300, and 500 bar) and temperatures
(260, 270, and 280 K) to analyze both the rate of hydrate
formation and the final occupancy rates of the guest molecules.
Figure 2 illustrates the hydrate formation at conditions of 500

bar and 260 K. Initially, the liquid water did not contain any
dissolved Xe or Kr molecules, leading to a diffusion process
over 20 ns, where guest molecules moved from the gas to the
liquid phase, supplying the necessary gas for the growth of
hydrates. Thereafter, hydrate cages grew in front of the hydrate
seeds (Figure 2a,b). As guest molecules from both the gas and
hydrate phases diffuse into liquid water, the guest molecule
concentration surpasses the equilibrium value. Subsequently,
the hydrate growth process is initiated and continues until

almost all liquid water molecules are consumed. As reported in
previous studies,55,72 during hydrate growth, water molecules
located at the interface between the hydrate and water layer are
consumptively prioritized, resulting in newly formed cages
regularly appearing parallel to the hydrate/water interface
(Figure 2b,c). Ultimately, as the hydrate growth process
approaches completion, the hydrate growing edge reaches the
gas phase, prompting continuous decomposition and recon-
struction of hydrate cages located at the hydrate−gas interface
to facilitate guest molecule exchange between the cages at the
interface and the gas phase (Figure 2d).
To evaluate the process of crystal growth, the study utilized

both the four-body order parameter (F4)
43 and the changes in

potential energy to monitor the onset of hydrate formation.
Figure 3 depicts the progression of both the potential energy
and the F4 order parameter as indicators of hydrate growth.
The F4 parameter can be defined as follows:

=F cos 34 (1)

Where θ is the torsion angle of the configuration H−O···O−
H formed with the outmost hydrogen atoms of two adjacent
water molecules.43 For hydrate, liquid water, and ice, the values
of F4 are 0.7, −0.04, and −0.4, respectively.43 During the first 5
ns, the gas phase was compressed to stable condition, and the
value of potential energy decreased sharply from −1.57 × 105
to −1.61 × 105 kJ/mol. The experiment begins with an initial
higher F4 order parameter (0.1) due to the presetting of sII
hydrate seeds, differing from the typical value for liquid water
(−0.04). After that, the hydrate grew stably for approximately
1740 ns. Meanwhile, the potential energy decreased to
approximately −1.72 × 105 kJ/mol and then fluctuated around
this number. Concurrently, the F4 order parameter rises from
0.1 to 0.635, reflecting the orderly growth of the hydrate
structure as it incorporates almost all the available liquid water.
These results are in accordance with previous studies on
hydrate nucleation and growth process.23,58,76,77 However, the
fluctuation of the value of potential energy and F4 order
parameter did not mean that the hydrate structure maintained
stable. The hydrate growing edge reaches the gas phase,
prompting continuous decomposition and reconstruction of
hydrate cages located at the hydrate/gas interface to facilitate
guest molecule exchange between the cages at the interface and

Figure 2. Snapshots of the growth process of mixed Xe/Kr gas
hydrate at 500 bar and 260 K. (a−b) Guest molecules diffuse into
liquid water and hydrate cages grow in front of hydrate seeds; (c−d)
hydrate structure grows stably until nearly all liquid water is
consumed.

Figure 3. Evolution of potential energy and F4 order parameter to
quantify hydrate growth process for the simulation at 500 bar and 260
K. Red line: potential energy; blue line: F4 order parameter.
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the gas phase, which is in accordance with our observation
from the snapshots in Figure 2.
Figure 4 depicts the density distribution functions in the x-

direction for the Xe/Kr hydrate growth process at 260 K under
different pressures (100, 300, and 500 bar). The upper and
lower results in Figure 4 represent the average outcomes of the
final 10 ns and initial 10 ns of simulations, respectively,
displaying the growth behavior of the mixed gas hydrate.
Higher pressure results in a shorter final box size, with the final
box size in the x-direction measuring 15.414, 14.553, and
13.846 nm for simulated pressures of 100, 300, and 500 bar,
respectively. Figure 4a shows the simulated pressure and
temperature outcomes at 100 bar and 260 K, with Xe density
in the gas phase weighing up to 1370 kg/m3 (0−4 ns and 12−
15.4 nm in the x-direction). With pressure increases to 300 and
500 bar, the Xe density in the gas phase also increases to 1760
kg/m3 and 2130 kg/m3 (Figure 4b,c), respectively. Similar
density changes were observed for Kr in the gas phase. The
hydrate growth process requires the common interaction of
water and guest molecules.78,79 To assess the crystal growth
process, the researchers selected the four-body order parameter
(F4).

32 Greater guest molecule concentration typically results
in more favorable hydrate growth (higher growth rate), as
elaborated on in subsequent sections. In the liquid water
region (4−6 nm and 10−12 nm), the average density values
for Xe and Kr in Figure 4a were 45 kg/m3 and 18 kg/m3,
respectively. Higher pressure also corresponded to higher
density values of Xe and Kr in this region. At a pressure of 300
bar, the density values for Xe and Kr in liquid water rose to 71
kg/m3 and 28 kg/m3, respectively. Comparable density
increments were observed as the pressure was increased to
500 bar. The findings suggested that higher pressure favored
the molecular diffusion process, consistent with our previous
investigations.77 Additionally, the density distribution func-
tions also can reflect spatial structure change for liquid water
changed to the crystal structure. The density value in the liquid
region (5−6 and 10−11 nm) decreased from 997.5 kg/m3

during the initial 10 ns to 893 kg/m3 for the last 10 ns, which
indicated nearly all liquid water molecules were transmitted to
the crystal structure.
3.2. Growth Rate Influenced by Pressure and

Temperature. In the last section, we outlined the
fundamental growth behaviors of Xe/Kr hydrate and utilized
the F4 order parameter to measure the hydrate growth process.
External factors play a critical role in regulating the growth rate
of hydrates, which is crucial for industrial applications.
Consequently, we varied the pressure and temperature to
investigate the mechanisms affecting the hydrate growth rate.

Figure 5 displays snapshots of the Xe/Kr hydrate growth
process at 100 and 500 bar and 260 K. Figure 5a-d illustrates

the hydrate growth process at 100 bar, with successive hydrate
growth observed. The overall simulation time revealed prior
growth at the hydrate/water interface. A similar hydrate
growth process was observed in simulations at a pressure of
500 bar (Figure 5e-h). Nonetheless, the simulation results at
100 bar displayed a lower hydrate growth rate and necessitated
more simulation time for liquid water to become entirely
crystalline. Additionally, the density distribution functions for
water in Figure 4 indicate that the density value near the gas
phase is close to that of liquid water and this is larger than the
water density for the hydrate. This implies that more residual
water was left in the system and weak molecular diffusion at
lower pressure required more simulation time for hydrate
growth.
As previously discussed in the last section, higher pressure

can generate a greater driving force that favors improving the
hydrate growth rate. Typically, a higher pressure facilitates
increased guest molecule dissolution in water, which enhances
the guest molecule solubility. At the same time, the guest
molecules slowly diffuse into liquid water until they reach a
stable value to sustain hydrate growth during the initial stage of
hydrate growth.80 To investigate the influence of pressure and
temperature on the initial concentration of guest molecules in

Figure 4. Density distribution functions in x-direction for the Xe/Kr hydrate growth process at 260 K. (a) Simulated results at 100 bar; (b)
simulated results at 300 bar; and (c) simulated results at 500 bar.

Figure 5. Snapshots of Xe/Kr hydrate growth process at 100 and 500
bar at 260 K. (a−d) Hydrate growth process at 100 bar and more
residue liquid water were observed at the interface of hydrate front
and gas phase; (e−h) hydrate growth process at 500 bar, and liquid
water was almost consumed during the hydrate growth process.
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liquid water, the density distribution function data for water
and Xe and Kr in Figure 4 was used to calculate the
equilibrium concentration of guest molecules. Figure 6 shows
the concentrations of Xe and Kr in liquid water using the
average results of the first 10 ns of each simulation (after
equilibrium). Figure 6a shows the simulated results for Xe. At
260 K, the mole fraction concentration of Xe molecules
increased from 0.531% to 3.281% as the pressure increased
from 100 to 500 bar. At 100 bar, the Xe concentration declined
from 0.543% to 0.016% as the temperature increased from 260
to 280 K. Comparable outcomes were attained for Kr, but the
value was lower because of its smaller molecular size compared
to Xe.38 Figure 6b displays the Kr results. At 260 K, the mole
fraction concentration of Kr molecules rose from 0.174% to
0.897%, with pressure increasing from 100 to 500 bar. When
the temperature increased from 260 to 280 K at 100 bar, the
Xe concentration decreased from 0.174% to 0.009%.

In our simulation, the initial sII hydrate seeds provided a
stable growing site for newly formed cages, which limited the
newly formed crystal pattern to sII. This is in accordance with
the results of the study conducted by Yi et al.75 We created a
code to determine hydrate cages and obtain the hydrate
growth rate to measure the impact of pressure and temperature
on the hydrate growth rate. Figure 7 illustrates the transition of
the number of 512, 51264, and all hydrate cages and the hydrate
growth rate, defined as the change in hydrate cages per
nanosecond. A positive value of the hydrate growth rate
signifies hydrate growth, whereas a negative value denotes
hydrate decomposition. Figure 7a,b exhibits the simulation
results at 260 K, with the simulation time for liquid water to
transform into a solid-like state decreasing from 2500 to 1700
ns as pressure increased. Furthermore, the hydrate growth rate
corresponded with the cage evolution tendency. Compared
with the 100-bar simulations, the improved pressure focused
on the region with a positive value. In contrast, the hydrate

Figure 6. Equilibrium concentration of the guest molecules for simulations at 260 K. (a) Mole fraction of Xe; (b) mole fraction of Kr.

Figure 7. Evolution of the number of hydrate cage and growth rate at different pressure and temperature. (a) Cage number evolution at 260 K for
different pressure; (b) growth rate at 260 K for different pressure; (c) cage number evolution at 500 bar for different temperatures; and (d) growth
rate at 500 bar for different temperatures.
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growth rate fluctuated around −0.2 to 0.9 ns‑1 until the hydrate
growth process was completed at 1700 ns for the simulation at
500 bar and 260 K. Figure 7c,d shows the simulation outcomes
for different temperatures at 500 bar. The hydrate growth
simulation times were prolonged due to smaller driving force
(subcooling) compared to the simulation results at 260 K. This
phenomenon verified that appropriate subcooling can reinforce
the hydrate growth process.81

3.3. Cage Occupancy Analysis and Empty Cage. The
hydrate growth process can encapsulate guest molecules in the
cages. Different phase equilibrium conditions can result in
different enrichment ratios, and proper pressure and temper-
ature are key factors in efficiently separating mixed gas.82 To
investigate the separation efficiency of Xe/Kr mixed gas, the
occupancy of guest molecules for the simulations were
calculated. However, large quantities of empty cages were
found when we analyzed the data. Figure 8 shows the
snapshots of the final frame for the simulation at 260 K and
500 bar. The cyan sticks represented hydrate cages occupied
by Xe, blue sticks represented hydrate cages occupied by Kr,
and orange sticks represented empty cages. Figure 8a−c shows
all hydrate cage and guest molecules, cages occupied by Xe,
and cages occupied by Kr. Additionally, we show the empty
cages in Figure 8d to make it clear. This phenomenon is in
accordance with sII hydrate growth characteristics observed in

the study conducted by Chen et al.78 who studied propane
hydrate nucleation and growth process and found empty cages
were also important for this process.
The guest molecule selectivity analysis and occupancy

between the 512 and 51264 cages at various pressures and
temperatures of newly formed hydrate are presented in Figure
9. The results represent the average of the last 20 frames of
three distinct simulations. Figure 9a−c displays the occupancy
results of Xe, Kr, and empty cages in the newly formed 512
hydrate cages in the system at different temperatures and
pressures, eliminating the impact of the initial guest molecule
configuration in the initial sII hydrate seeds. As the simulated
pressure increases, the final occupancy of Xe molecules in 512
cages increases from 0.12 to 0.21 for the simulations at 260 K;
the same increasing tendency is also observed when the
temperature was increased from 260 to 280 K, and the specific
value of the occupancy for the simulations at 100 bar increases
from 0.12 to 0.27. The study indicates that the occupancy of
Kr in hydrate cages shows minimal sensitivity to variations in
temperature and pressure, largely because Kr predominantly
occupies the 512 hydrate cages.58 It was found that increasing
temperature and pressure generally lead to a reduction in the
number of empty cages, a result consistent with previous
research.77 Although a rise in temperature may decelerate the
growth rate of hydrates, it positively affects the duration guest

Figure 8. Snapshots of the final frame for the simulation at 260 K and 500 bar. (a) All hydrate cage and guest molecules;(b) hydrate cages occupied
by Xe; (c) hydrate cages occupied by Kr; and (d) empty cages. Cyan sticks: hydrate cages occupied by Xe; blue sticks: hydrate cages occupied by
Kr; and orange: empty cages.

Figure 9. Results for the guest molecule selectivity analysis and occupancy between the 512 and 51264 cages at different pressure and temperatures
for newly formed hydrate. Occupancy of (a) Xe in 512 cages; (b) Kr in 512 cages; (c) empty cages in 512 cages; (d) Xe in 51264 cages; (e) Kr in 51264
cages; and (f) empty cages in 51264 cages.
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molecules remain in the hydrate cages, contributing to the
overall stability of the hydrate structure. Figure 9d−f displays
the occupancy results of Xe, Kr, and empty cages in the newly
formed 51264 hydrate cages in the system at different
temperatures and pressures. As the simulated pressure
increases, the final occupancy of Xe molecules in 51264 cages
slightly decreases from 0.75 to 0.66 for the simulations at 260
K; However, the specific value of the Xe occupancy for the
simulations at 100 bar increased from 0.75 to 0.88. The
influence of temperature and pressure is weak for the
occupancy of Xe, and this is because Xe tends to occupy
51264 hydrate cages and occupy most of the 51264 cages.58 For
Kr, a higher pressure improved its occupancy in 51264 cages. In
summary, higher pressure and temperature improved Xe
occupancy both in 512 and 51264 cages; higher pressure
improved Kr occupancy in 51264 cages; however, the influence
of temperature and pressure is weak for the occupancy of Kr in
512 cages; higher temperature and pressure reduced the
occupancy of empty cages.
Figure 10 shows the results for the guest molecule

occupancy for all cages at different pressures and temperatures
for newly formed hydrate. Figure 10a−c displays the
occupancy results of Xe, Kr, and empty cages in the newly
formed all hydrate cages in the system at different temper-
atures and pressures, eliminating the impact of the initial guest
molecule configuration in the initial sII hydrate seeds. As the
simulated pressure increases, the final occupancy of Xe
molecules in all cages increases from 0.37 to 0.41 for the
simulations at 260 K; the same increasing tendency is also
observed when the temperature was increased from 260 to 280
K, and the specific value of the occupancy for the simulations
at 100 bar increases from 0.37 to 0.45. However, the influence
of temperature and pressure is weak for the occupancy of Kr.
This is because Kr tends to occupy 512 hydrate cages, and
higher pressure and temperature also improved Xe occupancy
in 512 hydrate cages.58 Higher temperature and pressure
reduced the occupancy of empty cages, which is in accordance
with our previous study.77 Higher pressure improved the
concentration of guest molecules, which is beneficial to the
interaction of water and guest molecules to form hydrate
cages.78 Although mild temperature reduced hydrate growth
rate, it assisted guest molecules to occupy hydrate cages for a
longer time.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study utilized MD simulations to explore the efficacy of
the hydrate-based gas separation method for the Xe/Kr mixed

gas. Different pressures (100, 300, and 500 bar) and
temperatures (260, 270, and 280 K) were employed to analyze
hydrate growth patterns and growth rates, and the following
conclusions were reached.
(1) Hydrates are preferentially generated at the interface and

grow in parallel to form new cages. Hydrate edges near the gas
phase continue to disintegrate and rebuild.
(2) Higher temperatures and pressures favored accelerated

hydrate growth rates and increased xenon occupancy in the 512
and 51264 cages.
(3) Higher pressures elevated the occupancy of krypton in

the 51264 cage but had less of an effect on krypton’s occupancy
in the 512 cage.
(4) At increasing pressure, the final occupancy of xenon

molecules in all cages increased from 0.37 to 0.41 at 260 K,
while decreasing the occupancy of empty cages.
The hydrate method of separating xenon and krypton, which

is achieved by the selectivity of the differences in the hydrate
cage structure to monatomic gas molecules of different
diameters, faces the following problems:
(1) The differences between the gas molecules are small; the

improvement in purity is limited; and multiple separation
cycles are required to achieve the desired level of purity.
(2) The separation efficiency of this method may not be as

good as that of physical adsorption or cry-fractionation,
especially when dealing with large gaseous mixtures.
And for the experiment itself:
(1) The hydrate method is relatively energy intensive with

temperature stabilization maintained by external energy.
(2) The experimental operations are relatively complex,

involving precise control of the temperature and pressure as
well as stable formation and decomposition processes of
hydrates.
Like other methods, the hydrate method has the potential

for separating xenon and krypton. However, it faces a few
challenges in terms of selectivity, separation efficiency,
operating costs, and process control. Further research and
development may be required to optimize the technology,
reduce costs, and improve separation efficiency and purity
before practical application.
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